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 ? Hi guys, I have a ubuntu server (LAMP) that takes about 100% CPU during a large period of time. I do have iptables loaded
and iptables --save reports no rules. What can I do to see what might be causing this? wileee keep getting redirected from http to

https... what's up with that? Ok. In my 'dash home' I have a folder called'movies'. In there is an executable file called
MoviePlayer. When I open it with terminal I get an error - MonkeyDust, I think another browser was on, reloaded page or

something, strange Zenger, What version, what have you tried so far? wileee let's hope your patience helps you find out, i'm
heading home MonkeyDust, Take care. ;) Why does my ubuntu always tell me about updates I dont want to update and doesnt
even say "hey! I need you to update for this to work" and that it is only downloading updates for important stuff? heh, i still

have to figure out how to set this command to run every time I boot How do I get it to just tell me, "Hey I need you to update
for this to work. You need to update this. It has security fixes, you should update." DylanClapp, That might be a function of
software you have chosen and options you have enabled. wileee, I can try to check out previous versions, but I didn't change
much on the server. Maybe some one did something on their laptops and came across that problem. Why is Ubuntu always

downloading updates, I dont want to update and doesnt even let me know theres a update to be downloaded. I have to manually
update ubuntu-release-upgrader-gtk: command not found Zenger, I'm just trying to figure out what you have tried to date, this is

standard for upgrade/update from one release to another. 82157476af
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